
One Day
 

at a
 

Time
 

             B Y :  I R I S  



Everything
 

starts
 

with one
 

small step.
 



Profit from life's lessons. 

DAY
01



If you are losing, revise a
non-working strategy.  

DAY
02



Have a family time and as
well as a me time. 

DAY
03



Insecurity will eat you
slowly but surely. Making

yourself better is the
antidote.

DAY
04



Nobody wins in a
senseless argument. 

Drop the topic and move
on.

DAY
05



Getting the job done is
satisfying. 

Receiving  compliments
from your customers 

is rewarding. 

DAY
06



Self-actualization covers
all jobs, careers and

passion.

DAY
07



Be a generalist and a
specialist at the same

time.

DAY
08



Bosses expect respect.
Staff expect trust.

DAY
09



Credit-grabbing ain't
cool! Learn to share your

spotlight.

DAY
10



The truth is, your staff
secretly look forward to
having small talks with

you. Give it to them once
in a while.

DAY
1 1



Gossiping and socializing
are two different things.

DAY
12



The formula is simple:
QP=QS+QP

Where: 
QP=Quality People
QS=Quality Service
QP=Quality Product

DAY
1 3



Life is fluid, it changes all
the time.

DAY
1 4



Friendship starts with a
simple "Hello."

DAY
1 5



Reliability is not a hit or
miss. 

DAY
1 6



Your health and safety
always come first.

DAY
1 7



Laugh at your mistakes
and learn from it.

DAY
1 8



Listen to that inner voice.
"Are you doing things

right?"

DAY
1 9



Be part of the solution.
Do not be part of the

problem.

DAY
20



It's a blessing to have
supportive mentors. 

DAY
21



Just keep going.  There
will come a time when all
your hard works will pay

off.

DAY
22



Have a career and not
just a job.

DAY
23



Your favorite day of the
week should dictate your

pace.

DAY
24



If you have at least one
TRUE friend in the
workplace, you are

blessed!

DAY
25



Consume your holidays.
Take time to smell the

roses.

DAY
26



Leading people requires
extreme patience and

understanding.
 
 

DAY
27



Unspoken words are
more powerful, they

become actions later on.

DAY
28



Be somebody's hope.

DAY
29



Being unproductive will
give you insecurities in

the long run.

DAY
30



Give more than what a
person deserves. He will
work hard to prove that
he is deserving.

DAY
3 1



There are a hundred ways
to motivate a person to

work smarter.

DAY
32



Happiest are those who
receive unexpected

blessings.

DAY
33



Be tough without being
sarcastic.

DAY
34



We are paid at work to be
productive. 

DAY
35



Family always comes
first before everything.

DAY
36



Good leaders brighten up
our day.

DAY
37



Do not tolerate gender,
sexual preference and

sexual orientation
bullying. 

 

DAY
38



Be part of the good
politics.

 

DAY
39



Emotions tend to
magnify a simple

problem. 
Relax. 

DAY
40



Bounce back after each
fall.

DAY
4 1



Compete with yourself.
Be better today than

yesterday.

DAY
42



Blessings come in all
forms and sizes. 

Be grateful all the time.

DAY
43



When you love what you
are doing, 

you will keep on
improving.

DAY
44



Your personal life is
yours alone.

DAY
45



Be somebody's sunshine.
Do not rain on someone

else's parade. 

DAY
46



A little respectful
disagreement is healthy.

DAY
47



Be true to yourself even
when no one is looking.

DAY
48



The most important asset
of any organization is

their workforce. 
 

DAY
49



Treat your workplace as
if you're one of the
investors and you'll find
yourself careful not to
overspend.

DAY
50



Happy thoughts produce
happy people that have

BIG hearts.

DAY
5 1



Be a good influencer.

DAY
52



Learn something new
each day.

DAY
53



When in doubt, ask.
Never assume.

DAY
54



Pray and believe that
good things will happen

to you.

DAY
55



At work, you can either
be somebody who is

respected or somebody
who is feared. 

Pick your choice.

DAY
56



Misleading information
is a form of deception.

DAY
57



Treat each day as a work
in progress. 

DAY
58



Tough times do not last
forever. Tough people do.

DAY
59



Nobody made it to the top
alone. 

DAY
60



Teamwork means sharing
the load and working on a
common goal together.

DAY
6 1



Reliability and
consistency are

complementary. 
Never take away 

either of them.

DAY
62



Be data driven. 
Do not guess.

DAY
63



Know your goals and how
to achieve them. 

DAY
64



Master a task that no one
else does.

DAY
65



You do not miss what's in
front of you.

DAY
66



Bypassing someone is
disrespectful. 

DAY
67



Think about your day's
accomplishments. 

DAY
68



Some are happy
swimming in the seas.

Some are happy
swimming in a pool.

Their life, their choice.

DAY
69



Give 100% of your effort
in whatever work that
you do. 

DAY
70



Skip the monotony. 
Do something different

sometimes. 

DAY
7 1



Do not force a
connection.

DAY
72



Smile. 
It doesn't cost a cent.

DAY
73



You are your lucky
charm. 

DAY
74



Give yourself multiple
chances to succeed.

DAY
75



 Don't assume that you
are always in charge of

the situation.

DAY
76



Be resourceful. 
Not everybody is 

always available to help.

DAY
77



Stop the savior complex.
You are not Superman.

DAY
78



Learn the difference
between being generous

and being an enabler.

DAY
7 9



You are responsible for
your choices. 

DAY
8 0



If you cannot have it, 
do not steal it.

DAY
8 1



Unpopular opinion 
can either 

make you or break you. 

DAY
8 2



Clash of egos may result
to long years of

animosity. 

DAY
8 3



Most of us aim to have a
house but forget that

having a home is the best.

DAY
8 4



Surround yourself with
positive people.

DAY
8 5



Don't show up only
because you need the

other person.

DAY
8 6



Be a beautiful memory.

DAY
8 7



We are victims of our
own indiscretions. 

If we want a positive
change, start from

within.

DAY
8 8



Nobody lives a charmed
life. We all have our daily
battles so don't compare

your life with anyone.

DAY
8 9



Each day is unique
because the things that

happened yesterday
cannot be replicated in
exactly the same time,

sequence and emotions.

DAY
9 0
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